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Dog and cat owners are becoming increasingly concerned about the saftey of processed pet food

and the possible side-effects of over-use of antibiotics and hormone treatments. This new edition,

thoroughly revised and updated, covers Natural Rearing, herbal medicine and disease prevention.
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â€œThere are countless kennels and dog owners throughout the world who have proved Miss

Bairacli Levy to be right in her methods, treatment and theory.â€• â€•Shooting Times

Dog and cat owners are becoming increasingly concerned about the saftey of processed pet food

and the possible side-effects of over-use of antibiotics and hormone treatments. This new edition,

thoroughly revised and updated, covers Natural Rearing, herbal medicine and disease

prevention."There are countless kennels and dog owners throughout the world who have proved

Miss Bairacli Levy to be right in her methods, treatment and theory." --Shooting Times

The book provides a guide towards herbalistic health. Furthermore, the author and dogs document

performances on herbal remedies across the country & overseas. It is a providing guide of herbal

remedies and use for preventative care.In accord with balanced dietary nutrition / herbal

supplementation the book provides the quality of life we all look for in our pets. The authors love and

passion for the well-being of her dogs is felt throughout the book; thus, always a show and tell of her

love and good intentions. However, please approach with prudence and seriousness of your pets



medical condition. In addition, some herbal remedies can have allergic properties.The Complete

Herbal Handbook for the Dog and Cat

Welcomed knowledge of herbs and I have gain tremendous knowledge of many things. This is

almost like visiting my GrandFathers farm when I was a kid and listening to the families many

stories. Good to have for reference.

I had bought two of Juliette's herbal books for cats and dogs when I read another book by a different

author who had recommended Juliette's books specifically. One of our cats had developed a

strange problem where his fur ceased to grow in a large area on his left flank. The spot started out

small but gradually grew large and larger until a spot several inches in diameter was mostly fur-less

on our cat. Our vet ran a number a tests which came up negative and we even ran tests twice. Our

vet said he didn't know the cause of the problem. We had our cat for years and he is an indoor cat

fed typical dry cat food (Whiskas), as are all our kitties, and we also give our cats canned tuna fish

frequently, as well as chicken breast, turkey breast and beef occasionally. We didn't think his

problem could be diet-related. Our other cats are very healthy and our vet even remarked on their

coats saying they were the most beautiful he had seen. We tried some things the vet suggested,

including giving our cat vitamin E supplements and even cod liver oil but nothing helped the problem

and it just seemed to get worse over several months. I searched around the internet trying to find

informataion on a possible cause of his condition but found nothing really. I thought perhaps his

problem could be a thyroid condition. When I consulted Juliette's book, she recommended

seaweed, garlic or raw egg yolks for thyroid problems. As I already had eggs in the house, I decided

to try those first. I mixed raw egg yolk into my cat's tuna fish and fed that to him on several days and

then we noticed that his fur looked like it was growing back. I worried about feeding him too much

egg yolks as I didn't want him getting too much cholesterol so I ceased feeding the egg yolk after

about a week but his fur continued to grow back until it was all the way grown back and he seems

fine now. I'm thankful this book helped us find a way to help our cat. It was worth the price of the

book just for the help with that one problem, though I will continue to consult the book in future if my

cats need any more treatment for any future ailments. Juliette seems very knowledgeable about

natural and herbal remedies. I bought her book "Common Herbs for Natural Health" and used some

of her recommended treatments on myself as well with very good results.

This book is indispensable for anyone who wants to raise healthy puppies and keep them healthy



throughout their lives. Some would argue with minute issues in this book, but I am one of a group of

people who swear by Ms. Levy's methods, and we have all had wonderfully healthy animals, not to

mention practically no vet bills. Read it thoroughly, and then JUST DO IT!!!! You'll never regret it,

and your animals will thank you for it!

The author has some incredible wisdom regarding the rearing of canines and keeping them healthy.

However his strong opinions on human health and nutrition in particular are unfounded, baseless,

and have no credibility.Great book for taking care of your dog. I would not however rub smelly herbs

and oils on my dog's coat or permeate his collar with them. Dog's have extremely sensitive noses

and this, imho, might be something close to torture for them.

This book is a must have for those of you wanting to learn about how to feed your dogs/cats a

natural and wholesome diet created by yourself. I learned so much from this book and it's now my

go-to and new favorite. Not only has it taught me how and what to feed, it's also taught me so much

about how to naturally prevent disease in the future and has herbal remedies for caring for your

animals if they do happen to have any health issues.I would also recommend going to the website:

naturalrearing.com for more information and to also get the prepared herbal blends and

supplements if you are interested. It's a great website that you can trust whole-heartedly for

human-grade herbal supplements for your dogs and cats.

This book just completely changed how I viewed the world. It completely changed how I view bodies

and really emphasized the fact that bodies were made to heal themselves and given the right

conditions they can heal from almost anything. Also, she says that you can perfect the canine in the

sense that you can eventually get to the point where your dogs will be completely free from disease

and genetic weakness if you follow natural rearing for several generations.The most wonderful

natural healing book around!

Excellent reference for holistic/herbal healing for the dog and cat. I may not agree with everything

she writes here, but it's a fantastic mix of interesting facts that make perfect sense concerning your

canine and feline friends. The only thing I didn't care for with this book is the constant reference to

show dogs and breeders. If you can overlook that, for your own animal companions, it's a great

reference guide.
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